Command Center (Desk Mount)
Includes Phone & Distribution Module

Features:
• Desk mount phone
• Includes handset and speaker phone for communication to Call Boxes
• Works with either our 2100 or 2400 series models with a single pair back to the Distribution Module. The 2400 Series is powered from the Distribution Module and the 2100 Series is powered from 2500-PWR24U.
• Base Station and Sub-Master Stations are powered from the Distribution Module
• Command Center and Sub-Master to Distribution Module requires a single pair
• Standard system allows for a Command Center and a single Sub-Master (contact RATH® for additional Sub-Masters)
• Audible alert sounds when phones place a call until Base Station or Sub-Master Station joins conversation
• LEDs indicate which Call Boxes have initiated a call
• Rescue personnel can communicate with individual Call Boxes and outside party
• Calls wait in queue until previous call is disconnected and receive a message stating that an emergency call is in progress. When the prior call clears, the next phone in queue is connected.
• Can be configured with the main Base Station and multiple Sub-Master Stations (available in desk, surface, or flush mount)
• IBC, NFPA, and ADAAG code compliant
• 3 year warranty

Part Numbers:
• 12 Zone 2500-12NC
• 16 Zone 2500-16NC
• 28 Zone 2500-28NC
• 36 Zone 2500-36NC
• 56 Zone 2500-56XNC
• 76 Zone 2500-76XNC
• 96 Zone 2500-96XNC
• 116 Zone 2500-116XNC

Contact Us for Larger Projects

Distribution Module

12-36 Zone System

56-116 Zone System

• Install on a wall or table top
• Requires 120vac power with battery backup or RATH® power supply with battery backup
• Single dedicated phone line or as an Intercom System

Dimensions:
12-36 Zone System: 2.04” H x 17.28” W x 11.8” D
56-116 Zone System: 6.83” H x 17.18” W x 8.9” D
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